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INTRODUCTION

In this present era, the demand for lithium-ion battery is
increasing rapidly due to the need of various mobile electronic
devices such as mobile phones and laptops [1-3]. Even lately,
the automotive world has shifted from gasoline car to an electric
vehicle that uses lithium-ion battery as a source of their energy
[4-6]. This is because the various advantages of lithium
batteries such as high capacity, no memory effect, light weight,
and more environmentally friendly [7,8]. One component of
commercial lithium-ion battery is the anode that is usually
fabricated from carbon. Unfortunately, carbon has several
disadvantages, namely low theoretical discharge capacity (372
mAh g-1) and the formation of Li dendritic that can cause the
long-term of safety [9-11]. In addition, the higher irreversible
capacity of carbon that typically appears at the beginning of
the charge-discharge profile can cause energy losses. For that
it is necessary to obtain electrode material that has a high
capacity, durable, higher rate capability, non-toxic, low cost
and widespread availability [12,13]. One of the strongest
candidates as an anode material is metal oxide because of its
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high theoretical capacity, abundant availability, and in terms
of safety, it does not give rise to formation of lithium dendrite
[14,15].

Various types of metal oxides have been widely investi-
gated for use as anode for lithium-ion batteries such as SnO2

[16], MoO3 [17], Mn3O4 [18], TiO2 [19], Fe3O4 [20] and
α-Fe2O3 [21]. α-Fe2O3 as the anode is one the promising candidate
which there are several advantages such as high theoretical
capacity (1007 mAh g-1), low cost, easy fabrication, wide avail-
ability and environmental friendly [22,23]. However, there are
still some challenges for the practical application as anode
materials for α-Fe2O3, such as low electronic conductivity and
large volume expansion during charge-discharge process which
effects on fast capacity fading and poor rate capability. Several
strategies are employed to improve the electronic conductivity
of α-Fe2O3 adding conductive agents such as carbon [24], CNT
[25], graphene [26], polyaniline [27] and polypyrrole [28].
However, there are still problems with cycling stability espe-
cially in high current densities. To improve the performances
of the anode α-Fe2O3 especially in terms of stable discharge
cycling stability, another of the strategy is by synthesizing



various nano structure of α-Fe2O3, such as nano rod [29], nano
tube [30] and nano sphere [31]. In an effort to synthesize
α-Fe2O3 nano structure material several techniques are carried
out such as ionic liquid-assisted synthesis [32], single-spinneret
electrospinning method [33] and reactive spray deposition
technology (RSDT) [34]. The previous α-Fe2O3 nanostructure
synthesis process is usually a costly procedure and with sacrifi-
cial template however severe capacity loss still occurs. There-
fore, a feasible and low cost α-Fe2O3 synthesis technique is
still required and remained the main target at the moment
without sacrificing of the excellent performance of the α-Fe2O3

anode material with a higher specific discharge capacity and
enhanced cycling stability.

This work presented the synthesis process of α-Fe2O3 nano
ellipse by addition of 3, 6 and 9 mol glycine during hydro-
thermal process at 160 °C for several hours. Glycine is one
type of amino acid which is expected to control hydrolysis
process for synthesizing nano structure of α-Fe2O3. The physical
characteristic of α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse and electrochemical
performance of α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse are presented and studied
systematically.

EXPERIMENTAL

α-Fe2O3 with nano ellipse structure was synthesized by
hydrothermal method with various content of glycine. Iron(III)
chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, Merck, 99.99 %), glycine
(Merck, 99.8 %) and ammonia (NH4OH, Merck, 99.99 %) are
used as reagent in the synthesizing process of α-Fe2O3 with
nano ellipse structure. The experiment is started by dissol-
ving glycine with a size of 3, 6 and 9 mmol mixed with 6
mmol FeCl3·6H2O in 50 mL of deionized water and then stir
the mixture with a magnetic stirring until it is completely homo-
geneous. Each samples were designated as G3, G6 and G9 for
3, 6 and 9 mmol glycine, respectively. Then, 15 mL NH4OH
was added to the above solution in a continuously stirred
condition. After stirring for 0.5 h, the total solution was trans-
ferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and heated
at 160 °C for 15 h. Then it is cooled to room temperature,
after that the precipitate of the hydrothermal product is washed
several times with deionized water and ethanol by centrifu-
gation and after that it was dried in the oven at 100 °C for 24 h.
The α-Fe2O3 powder is then characterized by XRD (PANaly-
tical, CuKα radiation) to analyze the crystal structure and phase,
while the particle shape and size are analyzed by FE-SEM
(FEI Inspect 250). For electrochemical testing is analyzed by
first fabrication of coin cell type CR2032. The α-Fe2O3 nano
ellipse is fabricated with in coin cell as a working electrode,
lithium metal as a counter and also a reference electrode, for
its electrolyte using 1 mol of LiPF6 in diethyl carbonate/ethylene
carbonate mixture (1:1 in volume) solution, and Celgard
membrane as separator. The fabrication process is carried out
in the glove box system (Vigor) under the argon gas with

adjustable levels. The α-Fe2O3 powder is pasted to copper foil
by mixing α-Fe2O3 powder by 85 % by weight as the active
material, 10 % by weight of acetylene black carbon as additive
and 5% by weight of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) as a
binder and N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) as a solvent which
all of the materials are mixed homogeneously with agate mortar.
The cyclic voltammetry test was performed with an electro-
chemical work station (WonATech WBCS 2000) with a 0.1
mV/s sweep rate and a potential range of 0.1-3 V. The charge-
discharge test coin cells were tested with a recycling battery
system (WonATeCH WBCS 2000 ) with various C - rates from
0.3C to 3C with 5 cycles for each different level. The coin cell
impedance is measured with an electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (AutoLab) using frequency of 0.1 - 20,000 Hz
and 3V potential.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD pattern of the α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse sample in the
presence of glycine 3, 6 and 9 mmol at 160 °C for 10 h is
shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, it is observed that all samples of
α-Fe2O3 synthesized by hydrothermal method indicate as pure
hematite (JCPDS card no. 33-0664) [35]. The G9 sample is
clearly observed with higher intensity than other samples. This
indicates that the G9 sample has a high degree of crysta-linity.
All the samples that were successful indexed did not show
any impurities, which means that all samples have a high degree
of purity. To observe the effect of adding glycine to α-Fe2O3

crystal structure, the size of crytallite size on all samples is
calculated at the highest of 2θ on hkl plane (1 0 4) by Debye
Scherrer formula as shown at Table-1. It can be seen in Table-
1 that the addition of glycine decreases crystallite size with
optimum conditions achieved in the addition of 6 mmol glycine
with a crystallite size of 41.32 nm. The smaller size of crysta-
llite could induce the grain size of materials that it is very
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of the α-Fe2O3 sample with the addition
of glycine 3 (G3), 6 (G6) and 9 mmol (G9)

TABLE-1 
CRYSTALLITE SIZE OF α-Fe2O3 SAMPLE WITH THE ADDITION OF GLYCINE 3 (G3), 6 (G6) AND 9 mmol (G9) 

Sample λ B 2θ FWHM cos θ D (Å) D (nm) 

G3 1.54056 0.001752 33.345 0.1004 0.958 826.175 82.617 
G6 1.54056 0.003502 33.298 0.2007 0.958 413.216 41.322 
G9 1.54056 0.002919 33.379 0.1673 0.958 495.819 49.582 
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influential on the conductivity of the sample [36,37]. Therefore,
the effect of glycine on this conductivity will be evaluated
by further measurement with electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS).

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
images present clearly the microstructure and morphology of
the α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse sample (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 displays FE-
SEM images that the morphology of α-Fe2O3 is an ellipse with
almost homogeneous size and uniform distribution. Fig. 2(a-
c) reveals that the size of α-Fe2O3 nanoellipses is in the range

(a)

 

(c)

(b)

Fig. 2. FE-SEM images of α-Fe2O3 show elliptical morphology (a) 3 mmol,
(b) 6 mmol and (c) 9 mmol of glycine

length of 130–200 nm and in the range diameter of 77–120 nm.
Fig. 2c shows that the increasing content of glycine increased
the length of α-Fe2O3 grain. The mechanism of the formation
of α-Fe2O3 nano ellipses might be attributed to the hydrolysis
process of FeCl3 connecting to the glycine molecule. Prior to
the hydrothermal process, the all precursors of FeCl3·6H2O,
glycine and NH4OH are mixed well in which several reactions
could have occurred, such as decomposition, hydrolysis and
metal ion complexation [38]. When FeCl3·6H2O is dissolved
in deionized water, it will form a transparent yellow solution.
And when glycine is added to the previous solution, then the
color turns into a purple black. Most likely this is due to the
process of forming compounds between Fe3+ ion and glycine.
At the beginning of the hydrothermal process, NH4OH decom-
poses into NH3 and H2O which contribute to the basic condition
in the hydrolysis process of Fe3+ ion which eventually forms
the iron oxide nanocrystals. The –COO– terminal of glycine is
connected with iron oxide nanocrystal. The more glycine are
added the more –COO– terminal of glycine linked to the iron
nanocrystal oxide in the nano ellipse formation process. Coupled
with the conditions under high temperature and pressure in
the autoclave, it further enhances the formation process. It
can be concluded here that the glycine is an important factor
in the process of nano ellipse formation.

Fig. 3 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the α-
Fe2O3 nano ellipse electrode between 0.1 V and 3 V at a scan
rate of 0.5 mV s-1. It can be clearly observed from the first
curve of CV that the pair of redox peak is characteristic of α-
Fe2O3 as reported by previous study [11]. A sharp peak profile
of cathodic scan at a potential of 0.5 V attributes to the Li
intercalation into α-Fe2O3 and the formation of Li2O. While
on the following peak of anodic scan at a potential of 1.7 V is
observed the fall in intensity and tend to broaden indicating
the irreversible phase transformation in the lithium extraction
process in the first cycle. The oxidation peak at a potential of
1.7 V when an anodic scan is a process of change from Fe0 to
Fe3+. In the following cycle after the first cycle, the cathodic
peak shows a significant change. The cathodic peak shifted at
1.0 V while the anodic peak remain not change. This might be
due to changes in α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse after the first reduction
reaction process of crystallinity of α-Fe2O3 destroyed and
cannot survive to continue the subsequent charge-discharge
process therefore the α-Fe2O3 electrode undergoes changes in
electrochemical behavior such as amorphous α-Fe2O3 as repor-
ted by Liu et al. [39]. In the subsequent cycles after first cycle,
the peaks exhibit little change, suggesting good stability during
Li-ion insertion and extraction process.

Fig. 4 shows the high rate discharge-charge curve of the
α-Fe2O3 nanoellipse electrode with 3, 6 and 9 mmol glycine,
respectively. All discharge-charge curves have the same
features as α-Fe2O3 reported by Wang et al. [31]. For the case
of α-Fe2O3 with 6 mmol (Fig. 4b), it can be clearly observed
that around 1.0 V the first profile of the discharge curve is
inclining with a long slope, in good agreement with the CV
curves profile. While the charge curve shows a sloping plateau
at ~1.7 V due to the Li extraction process. The first reaction
process contributes a specific discharge capacity of 206.75
mAh g-1 for α-Fe2O3 with 6 mmol electrode. The later process
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Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the elliptical α-Fe2O3 electrode
between 0.1 V and 3 V at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s-1 (a) 3 mmol, (b) 6
mmol and (c) 9 mmol of glycine

deliveries a reversible charge capacity of 161.23 mAh g-1, so
the value of capacity loss is found about 21 %. The specific
discharge capacities of the elliptical α-Fe2O3 electrode at about
206.75 mAh g-1 when cycled at 0.3C , 138.32 mAh g-1 at 1C
and finally at the last rate giving capacity 65.66 mAh g-1 at 3C,
all of which are higher than other samples as shown in Fig.
4(b). The detail discharge capacity at high rate for all α-Fe2O3

Fig. 4. High rate discharge/charge curve of α-Fe2O3 nanoellipse electrode
(a) 3 mmol, (b) 6 mmol and (c) 9 mmol of glycine

samples is presented in Table-2. It reveals that G6 sample has
a good redox reaction process involving lithium ion diffusion
into the particle.

Fig. 5 shows the elctrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) of the α-Fe2O3 nanoellipse electrode in order to further
analyze the bulk resistance and Li-ion diffusion. The equivalent
circuit for the modeling of the Nyquist plot is shown in insert
Fig. 5 as reported by Liu et al. [40]. Re is the internal resistance
of the battery cell, Rct represents the charge-transfer resistance
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Fig. 5. Nyquist plot of α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse electrode for 3 mmol, 6 mmol
and 9 mmol of glycine, respectively

and CPE is associated with and constant phase element of the
electrode/electrolyte interface. While Zw is chosen to represent
the bulk diffusion of lithium ions. It can be seen that the charge-
transfer resistance Rct of the α-Fe2O3 nano ellipse electrode
with the 6 mmol glycine is 177 Ω, that are significantly lower
than the α-Fe2O3 nano ellipses with 3 and 9 mmol glycine
(215 and 212 Ω). This fact shows that after the cycling process,
the electrons move more easily in the α-Fe2O3 nano ellipses
with 6 mmol glycine. This demonstrates that adding glycine
at the accurate amount enhances the surface area of the α-Fe2O3

nano ellipses which is increasing ionic conductivity of the active
materials and decreasing the resistance. Finally, α-Fe2O3 nano
ellipse electrode with 6 mmol glycine posses high reversible
capacity and high-rate capability, would be a material alterna-
tive for anode materials of lithium batteries.

Conclusion

The elliptical grains of α-Fe2O3 were successfully synthe-
sized by a simple hydrothermal method in the presence of
glycine. FE-SEM images show that the concentration of glycine
increases the length of the grain. The as-prepared α-Fe2O3

nanoellipse has dimensions in the range length of 130–200
nm and in the range diameter of 77–120 nm. When evaluated
as an anode material in the high rate cycles, the α-Fe2O3 nano-
ellipse anode material with 6 mmol glycine shows the highest
discharge capacity of about 206.75 mAh g-1 at 0.3C and 65.66
mAh g-1 at 3C. This work demonstrates that adding glycine
at the accurate amount enhances the surface area of the α-Fe2O3

nano ellipses which is increasing ionic conductivity of the active
materials and decreasing the resistance. The α-Fe2O3 nano-
ellipse anode material with 6 mmol glycine has good lithium
storage performance as potential anode for lithium-ion battery.
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